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ABSTRACTMost software packages available for particle tracing focus on visualizing steady or unsteadyvector �elds by using massless particle trajectories. For many applications, however, the use ofmassed and evaporating particles would provide a model of physical processes that could be usedin product testing or design. In this article we describe the TrackPack toolkit, which provides anintegrated interface for computing massless, massed, and evaporating particle trajectories in steadyow. In all cases, we assume a noncoupled model and compute particle trajectories through anexisting vector �eld by numerically integrating with forward Euler, fourth-order Runge-Kutta, oran analytic streamline calculation. The TrackPack software e�ort was motivated by an industrialapplication to model pollution control systems in industrial boilers. We briey describe the projectand the visualization environment, and we demonstrate the necessity for massed, evaporating mod-els in this application.
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1 INTRODUCTIONA large number of industrial applications use particle dynamics to reduce costs in product design,development, and testing cycles. Such applications include spray dryers, injective pollution controlsystems, spray coolers, and fuel atomizers. For these applications, liquid or solid particulate matteris suspended in a gas ow, and the particle temperature and velocity histories are required to analyzethe application design. Computing and displaying the trajectories of massless particles through avelocity �eld is a commonly used technique for the visualization of both steady and unsteady uidows (for example, see [2, 9, 12, 14, 15]). However, massless particle trajectories are not su�cientto accurately represent the particulate motion in the uid; the particle's mass, velocity, and otherphysical parameters must be included in the model.One numerical approximation used to solve these applications is noncoupled, two-phase owmodels for which it is assumed that the particles do not signi�cantly a�ect uid ow. This as-sumption is best applied in cases where the mass and volume of particulates are considerably lessthan the mass of continuum uid, such as for soot particles in gaseous combustion by-products ora collection of particulate matter in an electrostatic precipitator. For these cases an engineer typi-cally will compute the velocity �eld for the gas ow, inject the particles into system, compute andanalyze the particle trajectories, and modify the problem parameters accordingly until applicationdesign or testing is complete.In certain applications, however, this noncoupled assumption is not appropriate. For instance,in many spray dryers the injected liquid produces considerable cooling of the gases and will dra-matically inuence gas ows in the vicinity of the nozzle. In those applications, the inuence ofthe particulates must be included as source terms in the governing momentum, energy, and massbalance equations. Furthermore, injected particles will inuence the turbulent properties of thecontinuum. To compute the solution of fully coupled steady-state particle/gas phase problems, onemust accumulate the inuence of the particles for each cell. Those e�ects can then be included intothe governing balance equations as cell-by-cell sources of momentum, energy, and so forth.In this article, we present an integrated system for the interactive simulation and visualizationof massless, massed, and evaporating particles in a noncoupled ow system. This system consists ofthree components: a software package called TrackPack, which computes the particle dynamics ofmassless, massed, and evaporating particles in steady ow; the display device and graphics software;and a communication layer that passes information between the two. The display device usedfor the applications in this article is the immersive Cave Automatic Virtual Environment (CAVE)developed at the University of Illinois at Chicago [3]. The TrackPack software is linked to the CAVEvisualization environment by using the CAVEcomm message-passing library developed at ArgonneNational Laboratory [7]. With this software, the engineer can easily de�ne particle characteristicsand sources from within the visualization environment and communicate these changes to thesimulation process, which could be running remotely on a separate computer. The new results arecalculated and returned for visualization and further modi�cation in a matter of seconds.We have organized the remainder of this article as follows. In Section 2, we describe themathematical models used in the TrackPack software to study the dynamics of massless, massed,and evaporating particles in steady ow. The user may solve the di�erential equations by using anumber of di�erent numerical methods, which are also briey discussed in Section 2. In Section3, we present the architecture of the TrackPack software, focusing on the API and the collectionof query routines necessary to obtain information from the user's data. In Section 4, we brieydescribe the visualization environment, which consists of a CAVE immersive virtual reality device,a number of standard visualization techniques, and customized toolkits for particulate interaction.The communication mechanism used to link the visualization and computational processes is also3



discussed in this section. In Section 5, we describe the industrial application that motivated thedevelopment of TrackPack and show the e�ect of mass on particle trajectory and time residence.Finally, in Section 6 we summarize the current state of the project and discuss directions for futureresearch.2 COMPUTING PARTICLE DYNAMICSThe dynamic behavior of massless, massed, and evaporating particles in uid ow depends on anumber of physical properties of the ow, including the uid velocity vector �eld, uid temperature,and density. In addition, the dynamics also depend on the particle's mass, density, temperature,position, and velocity. The TrackPack software provides an integrated approach to the computationof massless, massed, and evaporating particle trajectories in a noncoupled, steady ow system. Inthis section we briey describe the mathematical models used in the TrackPack software for com-puting the three types of trajectories and the numerical methods used to integrate the di�erentialequations.2.1 Di�erential EquationsMassless particle paths in steady ow, or streamlines, are calculated by following the computedvector �eld by integrating the system d~xdt = ~Vp with (1)~Vp = ~Vg; (2)where ~x and ~Vp are the particle position and velocity vectors, respectively, and ~Vg is the uidvelocity vector given by the CFD solution data at the point ~x.The massed particle model includes dependencies in the formula for ~Vp for the forces on theparticle resulting from uid resistance and gravity. The system of equations governing massedparticles is given by Equation (1) andd~Vpdt = 18�g(~Vg � ~Vp)�pD2 + �p � �g�p ~g: (3)Here, �g is the viscosity of the uid, � is the density, D is the diameter of a particle that is assumedto be spherical, and ~g is the gravitational acceleration vector. This formula applies to low Reynoldsnumber ows and does not include the secondary e�ects found at higher Reynolds numbers.To include the e�ect of evaporation in the model, we start with Equations (1) and (3). To e�-ciently account for the processes of heat and mass transfer, we make some simplifying assumptions.We assume that the evaporation is heat transfer limited and that the droplet heating time is shortcompared with the droplet evaporation time. This latter assumption is valid for very small parti-cles. Thus, the temperature of the particle rises to its boiling point and then begins to evaporate.This process is described by the equationdTpdt = NNu�kD(Tg � Tp)(mpcpp) ; (4)where NNu is the Nusselt number, k is the thermal conductivity of the uid, Tp and Tg are respec-tively the temperature of the particle and the gas, and cpp is the speci�c heat of the particle. Once4



a particle reaches its boiling temperature, all further heat gains from the uid cause mass loss fromevaporation without further changes in temperature. The evaporation is described by the equationdmpdt = NNu�kD(Tg � Tp)Hv ; (5)where Hv is the heat of vaporization of the particle.2.2 Numerical SolutionA number of numerical integration techniques are available to solve the systems of di�erentialequations given in the preceding subsection (see [4] for an overview). In general, given any systemof ODEs d~xdt = ~f(~x(t))and initial condition ~x0, the numerical methods provide an approximate solution in the form of asequence of values ~xi for i = 0; : : : ; N , with ~xi � ~x(ti) for some discrete time ti. We note that for thecase of massless particles, the function ~f is simply the velocity �eld and ~x is the particle's positionin physical space. For massed and evaporating particles, the function ~f is a vector containingexpressions from Equations 1, 3, 4, and 5 as appropriate.Two commonly used integration techniques are the forward Euler and fourth-order Runge-Kutta(RK4) methods. The forward Euler technique is given by~xi = ~xi�1 + hi ~f(~xi�1); i = 1; : : : ; N;where the ith time step, hi, is given by ti � ti�1. RK4 is de�ned by~xi = ~xi�1 + 16 (F1 + 2F2 + 2F3 + F4) ;F1 = hi ~f(~xi�1);F2 = hi ~f(~xi�1 + F1=2);F3 = hi ~f(~xi�1 + F2=2);F4 = hi ~f(~xi�1 + F3):The accuracy and stability of these methods critically depend on the time step hi. For masslessparticle trajectories in linearized ow �elds, these stability requirements are well understood [4],and TrackPack includes a variation of the criteria given in Darmofal and Haimes to ensure bothaccuracy and stability [4]. The criteria they use bounds local errors arising in massless particleintegration through the linearized ow �eld d~xdt = d~ud~x~x (6)and, therefore, can be used to control the global error for trajectories in this ow �eld.To facilitate the discussion of stability and accuracy of integration techniques for this ow �eld,we �rst give Darmofal and Haimes's notation for pertinent quantities.� The eigenvalues of the velocity tensor, @~u=@~x, are �i. Estimates of the eigenvalues are gen-erally more computationally e�cient to compute, and we denote these estimates ~�i.5



� g(�ih) is a scheme-dependent growth factor. For Equation 6 the exact growth factor isge(�ih) = e�ih. For the forward Euler and RK4 methods, the growth factors are the linearpolynomial and fourth-order polynomial approximations to ge, respectively.� E(�ih) = jg(�ih)�ge(�ih)jjge(�ih)j is the growth factor error which we control by bounding the timestep size.Using these de�nitions, Darmofal and Haimes choose the time step, hi, to behi = min �lj~uj ; j�ihj�j~�maxj! :The �rst quantity, �lj~uj , ensures that a minimum number of time steps are taken in each cell andcontains a measure of the local cell size, l , the allowable fraction of the cell size the particle maytravel in a single step, �, and the magnitude of the local velocity, j~uj. The second quantity, j�ihj�j~�maxj ,results in a time step that maintains a bound on the growth factor error function, E(�ih), wherej�ihj� is the smallest magnitude �ih for which E(�ih) < �.When computing massless particle trajectories in TrackPack, we use a variation of the criteriongiven above to ensure that the maximum error per unit time (rather than at each time step) isbounded. Thus, we normalize the growth factor error by h so that E(�ih)=h < �. The resultingequation for h is nonlinear, and we use the method of false position to �nd the solution [8]. Wenote that the growth factor error evaluated in this way can be used to bound time steps in linearow �elds or ow �elds for which we are using linear interpolation techniques.For nonlinear ow �elds, massed particles, and evaporating particles, the theory for stability andaccuracy of the integration techniques is less well understood, and further research must be doneto quantify the growth error functions. To maintain accuracy and stability for the nonlinear ODEsin TrackPack, we use heuristic constraints to ensure that relative changes in particle characteristicsare bounded. In particular, we choose the time step that results in a change of less than 10 percentin particle velocity, temperature, and mass. We also enforce that a minimum number of time stepsare taken in each cell.We emphasize that the forward Euler technique provided in TrackPack must be used withcaution. In general, this �rst-order technique is more prone to error and stability problems thanis RK4. In fact, using the growth error function given above, we found that maintaining smallglobal errors in a massless particle trajectory required excessively small time steps for the forwardEuler technique, which led to large round-o� error [6]. In practice, we have found that for theapplication problems considered here, only slight di�erences exist in the trajectories computed byforward Euler and RK4. Thus, the method is useful for depicting trends in large-scale ow featuresin near real time and can be used for initial analysis and product design. However, we recommendthat �nal analysis and design be performed with RK4.2.3 Analytic Solution Using Linear TetrahedraIn addition to these numerical methods, we also provide an analytic solution technique for masslessparticle trajectories in linear tetrahedra (see also [13]). This algorithm is based on a specialized ver-sion of the fourth-order Runge-Kutta (SRK4) method described in [15]. In SRK4 the computationat each time step is reduced to a matrix-vector multiplication and a vector-vector addition, providedthe tetrahedron geometry and data are static and a constant time step is used. We note that thetime step used with SRK4 must be carefully chosen to maintain stability within the tetrahedron.6



The analytic approach uses linear interpolation to derive the equation for massless particletrajectories. The di�erential equation that de�nes particle position within the tetrahedron is givenby d~x(t)dt = A~x(t)� A~x0 + ~u0; (7)A = UB;where U = [~u1 � ~u0; ~u2 � ~u0; ~u3 � ~u0] is the matrix of physical velocity di�erences at the tetra-hedal vertices, ~u0 is the velocity at the tetrahedron's origin, and B contains the transformationfrom the canonical tetrahedron to physical space.The solution of Equation 7 depends on the rank of the matrix A. Diachin and Herzog givea complete solution for rank zero matrices through rank three matrices in [6]. In each case thecomputation of the streamline through the tetrahedron is reduced to a 3�3 matrix-vector productplus a vector addition ~x(t + h) = H~x(t) + ~d; (8)where H and ~d are characteristic of the tetrahedron and time step and are computed only once.Results show that this method is as e�cient as the SRK4 method described in [15] but is notrestricted to the same stability condition for the time step [6]. Moreover, for linear velocity �elds,this method is faster than forward Euler using a constant time step and gives the exact solutionfor an arbitrary time step.3 SOFTWARE ARCHITECTUREBased on the techniques described in the preceding section, we have developed a portable softwarepackage called TrackPack to compute the trajectories of massless, massed, and evaporating particles.The TrackPack code is written primarily in ANSI C and C++, but uses Fortran77 for the numericalkernels of the integration routines. This code has been successfully installed and run on a varietyof computer architectures, including the IBM SP system, SGIs, and Sun workstations.The TrackPack library and the application code interact at two distinct levels. At a high level,the user interacts with the library API to set various parameters and to request particle trajectories.At a low level, the user is required to write six query routines that allow the TrackPack library toobtain the information it needs from the user's data structures. Through the use of these routineswe have created a particle tracing library that is independent of mesh type or user data structures.In this section we give an overview of the TrackPack software by describing these two levels in somedetail.3.1 Use of TrackPack at the Application LevelSeveral API routines are available that allow the user to set a variety of parameters for particletracing, including the solver used, the desired interpolation scheme, the default time step used,whether adaptive time stepping is used, the minimum acceptable time step, and the maximumnumber of time steps per trajectory. In addition, two functions allow the user to request particletrajectories and return the trajectory with either equally spaced points (useful for the animationof large numbers of streamlines) or at every computed point. Note that equally spaced points canbe returned independent of whether adaptive time stepping is used. A simple example showing theuse of the TrackPack API is given in Figure 1. 7



(1.) PTsetTimestepAdaptFlag(1);(2.) PTsetTimestep(.00001);(3.) PTsetNumStepsPerCell(6);(4.) PTsetAvgGlobalErrorPerUnitTime(.000001);(5.) PTsetMaxNumTimeSteps(1000);(6.) PTsetInterpolation(TRILINEAR INTERPOLATION);(7.) PTsetODEsolver(RUNGE KUTTA 4 ODE SOLVER);(8.) PTgetStreamline(MASSLESS PARTICLE, TEMPERATURE,(void *) data, particle,&streamline, &numPts);Figure 1: Application use of TrackPack showing typical calls to the library routinesThe �rst four lines of Figure 1 control the time step size by setting the adaptive time steppingag to true, the minimum time step used to 10�5, the minimum number of time steps used ineach cell to six, and the average global error per unit time to 10�6. The maximum number oftime steps to be computed for this trajectory is set to 1000 in line �ve. In line six, the user setsthe interpolation routine to a trilinear scheme, which is currently implemented only for hexahedralmeshes. For general use, the user can also choose linear interpolation on tetrahedral cells. If theuser data is contained in hexahedral cells, the decomposition to tetrahedral cells is managed by theTrackPack library using the technique described in [11]. In line seven, the user sets the solver optionto the RK4 integration scheme. As discussed in the preceding section, the user can also choose touse a �rst-order forward Euler integration routine or the analytic solver for massless particles.Finally, in line eight, the user requests a trajectory of a massless particle with interpolatedtemperature values at the streamline points, where TEMPERATURE is an integer de�ned by the user.Massed or evaporating particles can also be requested simply by changing the �rst argument of thiscall to MASS PARTICLE or EVAPORATING PARTICLE, respectively. To prevent the need for global datastructures, the data argument is a void pointer to the user's data structure that is passed throughto the query routines. This data structure generally contains information about the computationalspace, including the mesh and the discrete solution of the vector and scalar �elds. In particular, thisdata structure should contain enough information to enable the program to locate any coordinateposition in a cell of the mesh and return appropriate scalar and vector quantities requested by theuser (such as TEMPERATURE). The particle argument is a data structure de�ned by TrackPack thatcontains information pertaining to the current position, mass, temperature, velocity, cell location,and time stepping quantities of the particle. Finally, the streamline and numPts arguments returnthe streamline position coordinates, interpolated velocity and scalar �elds, and the number of pointsin the streamline.3.2 Query RoutinesThe particle tracing routines in TrackPack depend on information contained in the user datastructure data. To allow the maximum exibility in the applications with which TrackPack can beused, we have designed the library to interact with the application code at a low level using a setof prede�ned query routine calls. The structure of the query routines was designed assuming thegeneral case in which the user data is contained in cells (e.g., bricks, hexahedra, tetrahedra) withthe velocity and scalar �elds de�ned at the vertices of the cells.8



To provide information to the TrackPack library, the user must write six routines. These routinesinclude three simple data collection routines to gather velocity, scalar, and coordinate informationfrom the vertices of a mesh cell into the double arrays used in the Fortran kernels of TrackPack.In addition, there are two data initialization routines: one for the particle data structure (whichcontains a user-de�ned cell structure) and another for the user-de�ned cell data structure.Finally, the most complicated routine that the user must write is a search routine that returnsa pointer to the cell that contains a given particle position. We assume that the informationcontained in the user-de�ned data structure is su�cient to locate the cell for the coordinate given.In addition to the data data structure, a pointer to the previous cell location (if any) is an inputargument to this query routine. This can signi�cantly reduce the cost of the search routine becauseat each time step, ti, the particle is often either in the same cell or in a neighboring cell of itsposition at the previous time step, ti�1.4 THE INTERACTIVE VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTTo visualize and interact with the results of the TrackPack calculations, we have developed an envi-ronment using the CAVE immersive display device, several standard ow visualization techniques,and customized toolkits designed for use with the TrackPack software. We have discussed this workin some detail in [5], and we give only a brief description here.The visualization environment is based on the CAVE technology developed at the ElectronicVisualization Laboratory at the University of Illinois at Chicago [3]. Users are immersed in thevirtual environment by stepping into a ten-foot cube that has stereo images projected onto twowalls and the oor. Several users may be immersed simultaneously in the same virtual environmentand interact with the same computational model. One user is tracked by an electromagnetictracking system, and the image orientation is calculated with respect to the head position of thatuser. Objects in the CAVE are manipulated by the user by means of a hand held wand, a three-dimensional analogue of the mouse on current computer workstations.We have provided several options for data visualization that can be used to obtain insight intovector and scalar data �elds resulting from the computational simulations of the uid ow. Inparticular these toolkits include static vector �elds, interactively requested animated streamlines,ow �elds, and isosurfaces. Once the ow characteristics are understood, the engineer can studythe dynamics of particles injected into the ow, using toolkits designed for the request of groupsof massed or evaporating particles emanating from a single point, as is typical of injector con�gu-rations. We give a more detailed discussion of the use of these toolkits in the next section in thecontext of a particular industrial application.We envisioned the primary use of TrackPack to be the computation of large numbers of particletrajectories for product design or product coverage evaluation. While new trajectories are beingcomputed, the user should have the freedom to visualize the computational space and/or existingtrajectories without CPU competition from the particle tracing calculations. Thus, the optimalperformance of the interactive system is obtained when the TrackPack calculations are separatedfrom the visualization software. Hence, these components must be able to communicate with eachother in an e�ective, low-cost manner. In addition, this communication layer must be portableso that the numerical calculations in TrackPack can be performed on a variety of architectures.The CAVEcomm library [7], developed at Argonne National Laboratory, provides the performanceaspects needed from the software perspective, and we use this as our message-passing interface.The CAVEcomm communication library uses a client-server model in which a broker mediatesthe communication between TrackPack and one or more CAVE environments. Following the initial9



handshake, the two applications are able to interact directly without mediation from the broker; thevisualization process requests general particulate information directly from TrackPack. In addition,the ability to connect multiple CAVE environments to the particle tracking software and to eachother allows remote collaboration to be possible (see [5] for a description of our use of this feature).5 AN INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONThe TrackPack software e�ort was motivated by a joint project between Argonne National Labora-tory (ANL) and Nalco Fuel Tech (NFT) to design pollution and slag control systems for commer-cial boilers and incinerators. These systems use an injection-based process to spray noncatalyticreagents directly into the combustion ue gases, where they react to reduce pollutants or slag.Optimal performance of the system is obtained by careful placement of the injectors in the boilerwith respect to the ue gas temperatures, velocity �elds, and locations of slag buildup. Critical tothe design of this system, then, is a tool that enables engineers to interactively place the injectorsand obtain a quick evaluation of spray coverage and time residence of the injected particles.The velocity and scalar �elds used in this application were generated by using the PHOENICSCFD package [1]. The computational mesh is a static, Cartesian grid containing roughly 150,000cells, and the query search routine for �nding the cell containing a given coordinate is a simpleindex calculation. We use trilinear interpolation for this application, which enables the interpolatedvelocity �elds to vary continuously between volume cells, thereby ensuring that the trajectories area smooth representation of the discrete data.For each pollution control system designed, a virtual boiler geometry is constructed by usingblueprint information. A typical municipal waste incinerator unit is shown in Figure 2. TheTrackPack software is used to compute streamlines for the visualization of the ue gas ows.These streamlines are colored by a user-de�ned scalar value or by an optimal temperature windowscheme. The optimal temperature window coloring scheme highlights the areas of ideal injectorplacement with bright colors and indicates regions where the temperature is too hot with lavenderand regions that are too cold with dark purple. These areas can also be highlighted through theuse of isosurfaces. In Figure 3 we show the upper and lower temperature bounds for optimalperformance of the injectors in this unit, 1850o F and 1650o F, respectively.Once the optimal areas for injection are identi�ed, the engineer can place up to 25 injectorson the exterior side walls of the boiler and evaluate the spray coverage. Representative spraysfor each injector are calculated by using a statistical model consisting of 500 massed, evaporatingparticles emanating from a singe point in a 30 degree cone [5]. The trajectories are displayed byusing continuous paths, which can be colored by injector source, by a user-de�ned scalar quantitysuch as temperature or particle mass, or by the optimal temperature window scheme.Existing injectors can be relocated by selecting them with the wand and dragging them to thenew location. As the injector location changes, 20 representative particle trajectories are computedand visualized as quickly as possible (about half a second). Hence, the engineer can quickly evaluatethe potential of a new injector location. We note that the optimal temperature window coloringscheme is particularly useful during this phase of the design process. In addition, the speci�c spraycon�guration for each injector can be modi�ed to study the e�ects of changes in the initial particlemass, speed, and distribution.In this application, the use of massed, evaporating particles is critical to the e�ective evaluationof injector location. In Figure 4, we show the same injector location with three di�erent spraycon�gurations that vary only in the initial mass of the injected particles. From right to left, theparticles in the frames of Figure 4 are an average of 50 �m, 250 �m, and 750 �m in initial diameter.10



All particles have an initial speed of 30 m=s. The optimal temperature window scheme is used tocolor the trajectories, and, for maximum injector e�ectiveness, the evaporation of the particles (andhence the release of the chemical reagents) would take place primarily where the sprays are brightlycolored.In the case where the particle size is very small, evaporation is almost immediate, and theinjected spray covers very little of the ue gas ow in the boiler. As the particles increase inmass, they are no longer subject to immediate evaporation, and we clearly see that their initialmomentum carries them to the interior of the boiler domain. Finally, in the third frame, we see thee�ect of injecting particles that are too large. In this case, the momentum of the particles carrythem across to the opposite wall and very little chemical reagent is released in the optimal zone.Massless, nonevaporating particles would have no momentum to carry them to the boiler interiorand would ow tangent to the velocity �eld at the point of entry. In addition, a nonevaporatingparticle trajectory would traverse the entire boiler interior and no information could be obtainedregarding the time residence of the particle. Hence, the massed, evaporating particle model iscritical to the evaluation of product coverage and time residence in the boiler.6 CONCLUDING REMARKSIn this article we have described an interactive system for the modeling and analysis of massless,massed, and evaporating particle dynamics in noncoupled, two-phase, low Reynolds number owmodels. We gave the mathematical models used to describe these particles and the numericalroutines used to integrate the resulting systems of ODEs. These routines have been implementedin the TrackPack software that provides a simple API to the particle dynamics calculations andhas been designed to be independent of particular user data structures and mesh types. We showedthe use of this software in an industrial application where the modeling of massed and evaporatingparticles is critical to the e�ective design of pollution control systems. Portions of this system havebeen incorporated into the Nalco Fuel Tech production environment and have signi�cantly reducedthe time required to analyze injector con�gurations for pollution control systems.We are currently working to expand the range of applications that this tool could be used with bydeveloping the software necessary to solve the coupled ow model. Advanced applications are beingdeveloped to solve the governing uid dynamics calculations in parallel using adaptive, unstructuredmesh computations [10]. We anticipate that the combination of adaptive mesh technologies andparallel computing will allow real-time interaction with more complex models.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSWe would like to thank the referees for their insightful comments that resulted in signi�cant im-provements to this paper. This work was supported by the Mathematical, Information, and Com-putational Sciences Division subprogram of the O�ce of Computational and Technology Research,U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract W-31-109-Eng-38.REFERENCES[1] PHOENICS Reference Manual (CHAM/TR200), Phoenics, London, 1991.11
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